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 Build your own Toy Box of stories and play experiences with friends and fans. This adventure continues Disney Infinity 1.0:
Gold Edition is an epic adventure waiting for you in the Toy Box, a world of infinite possibilities, where you can build your own

Toy Box and play your own Disney Infinity stories and play experiences. In Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition, there are over
5,000 collectible items to collect across all four starter packs. An epic Disney Infinity adventure awaits you in the Toy Box. In

the Toy Box you can create your own Toy Box and play your own stories and play experiences. Each Story is composed of
multiple Play Sets, where you’ll need to build the world you play in, collect the characters and costumes, and build out your Toy

Box. The Toy Box in Disney Infinity is the most fundamental and intuitive experience in the game, which makes it easy for
anyone to play. You can make anything happen in the Toy Box – you decide what goes in, and what doesn’t. The game runs on a

completely new control system that allows you to manipulate your Play Sets. In addition to that, you can change the camera
position on the fly, zoom in and out, and move the camera back and forth. You can also run along with your Toy Box while you

play, and then return it to the room once you’re done. And because you’re running on the newest version of Disney Infinity,
you’ll be able to play your Toy Box on any device, including PC and Mac. The Story that you’ll play in Disney Infinity is unlike

anything you’ve ever experienced in any Disney Infinity game before. In Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition, you’ll be able to
build your own Toy Box and create your own stories and play experiences. Every Toy Box you play in, is personalized to you, so
it is unlike anything you’ve ever played before. In your story, you’ll interact with your Disney Infinity friends, their stories, and

their worlds, all while collecting the coolest characters and costumes from throughout the entire history of Disney Infinity.
Using a few of the coolest features of the newest version of the game, you’ll be able to create anything you can imagine. Your

own Toy Box is the creative sandbox you’ve been waiting for. Disney Infinity 1.0: Gold Edition gives you the freedom and
endless opportunity to create stories and play experiences with all Disney Infinity 82157476af
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